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Consultancy Services
Security Audits & Inspections
Security audits for Commercial
Premises, Airports, Ports and
Shipping Vessels.
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight Security
Study, Development and
Implementation of RAR in accordance
to ICAO Annex 17.
Hold Baggage Screening System
Study, Development and
Recommendations for HBS systems in
Airports and Ports.

Corporate Security
Training
Bomb Threat Management
Understanding & Managing Security
Threats
Security Management
Security Awareness for Employees
First Line Crisis Mitigation
Crime Prevention Techniques
Campus , Hospital and Hotel Security
Risk & Vulnerability Assessment
Basic Investigations Course

Aviation expo opens in Abu Dhabi
Abu Dhabi Air Expo 2014, the region’s fastest growing general aviation
exhibition, opened in Abu Dhabi on Tuesday. Sheikh Sultan bin Tahnoon AlNahyan, chairman of Abu Dhabi Tourism and Culture Authority, who
inaugurated the three-day event also toured a number of aircraft exhibiting
companies to view the latest trends and innovations in the general aviation
industry. Read more

International departures lounge evacuated at Melbourne Airport after
security breach
An unknown security breach forced the evacuation of the international departure
lounge at Melbourne Airport today. About 1700 passengers as well as retail and
airport staff were told to evacuate the building and go through the security
screening again after a minor security breach. Melbourne Airport spokeswoman
Anna Gillett has confirmed 32 flights experienced delays of up to two-and-a-halfhours, including 23 departures and nine inbound flights. There were no reports of
affected passengers missing flights, she said. Read more

U.S. Said to Warn Airlines on Possible Shoe-Bomb Threat
U.S. airlines have been warned by the federal Department of Homeland
Security about credible threats that shoe bombs may be used to attack
commercial passenger jets, an agency official said. The department told airport
screeners to check passengers’ shoes for traces of explosives, said the official,
who wasn’t authorized to talk publicly about an ongoing investigation. There was
no indication of a specific bomb plot, the official said yesterday. Read more

Short waiting list for 'Global Entry Pass' draws hundreds of travelers to
New Mexico airport
A short waiting list is drawing hundreds of American tourists and businesspeople to Albuquerque to pick up
preapproved clearance passes aimed at helping international travelers quickly move through customs.The
"Global Entry Pass" lets low-risk travelers bypass the traditional U.S. Customs and Border Patrol inspection
when arriving into the U.S. from abroad, and instead use kiosks to re-enter the country at select airports. The
passes have been shown to reduce wait times by 70 percent, officials said. Read more

Changi Airport handled more passengers in January
Singapore's Changi Airport handled 4.6 million passengers last month -- an increase of 6.3 per cent
compared to January last year, said Changi Airport Group (CAG). There was a total of 30,400 landings and
take-offs recorded during January, a 7.6 per cent growth compared to a year ago. CAG said the growth in
passenger traffic was supported by an increase in air travel between Singapore and Southeast Asia,
Northeast Asia, Southwest Pacific and the Middle East. Read more
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Could Virgin America’s in-flight social network mark the start of a new
craze?
Virgin America is renowned for being one of the most innovative airlines, and in
keeping with its admirable mindset of never being afraid to try something new, it will
launch the first ever in-flight social network before the end of this month. Passengers
can download the Here On Biz app and use it to search for, and connect with, other
travellers at the airport, on the flight and at their final destination. Travellers simply
need to have downloaded the app and have a LinkedIn profile to make use of the
service, which relies on Gogo’s in-flight Wi-Fi network. Read more

Security concerns as passengers on board London-JFK flight bypass
immigration after plane arrives at the wrong terminal
International flight security concerns have been raised as passengers on board a flight from London to New
York's JFK were left to bypass immigration when the plane arrived at the wrong terminal. Passengers on the
Delta Air Lines flight were let out into a section of the airport where they did not have to pass through
immigration or customs. They were only stopped when airport employees realised they were in the wrong
part of the airport. Read more

Bangkok blast kills woman and child, injures at least 24
A bomb in the Thai capital has killed two people and wounded at least 24.
Three children suffered serious head injuries in the blast near Bangkok’s huge
Central World shopping complex. One of the dead is a 12-year-old boy who
died from his injuries. A 40-year-old woman was also killed. The explosion,
which a local protest leader said was caused by a grenade, happened at an
anti-government protest site on Sunday. It’s Thailand’s second deadly attack of the weekend. Read more

Ex-Guantanamo detainee Moazzam Begg arrested by terror police
Former Guantanamo Bay detainee Moazzam Begg is among four people who
have been arrested on suspicion of Syria-related terrorism offences, police
have said. Mr Begg, 45, who was held by the US authorities for almost three
years, was arrested earlier with two other men and a woman in the West
Midlands. Read more

Sinai Terrorists Hit Gas Pipeline
Sinai-based terrorists blew up a pipeline that transports gas to Jordan, security
officials said. This is the fourth such attack this year in the restive peninsula and the
latest in dozens of attacks on the pipeline since the 2011 ouster of president Hosni
Mubarak. The attackers planted explosives under the pipeline south of the city of ElArish in an area called Lehfen, the security officials said. Read more

Australia returns asylum-seekers to Indonesia in lifeboat
A lifeboat carrying asylum-seekers has washed up on Indonesia’s main Java island,
with those on board saying Australian authorities transferred them to the vessel and
turned it around, officials said. It was the latest asylum-seeker turn-back by Canberra
under its military-led operation aimed at stopping an influx of would-be refugees who
board rickety boats in Indonesia and make the perilous sea crossing to Australia.
Read more

Aviation &
Maritime Training
Aviation Security for Senior
Management, Supervisors

AVSEC for front-line Security
Officers

Tactical Profiling Course

Bomb Threat Handling

Document Verification Course
(Travel documents)

Check-point Screeners Course
(x-ray)
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight

Understanding Explosives

International Ship & Port Facility
Security Code
Maritime Security Audits &
Inspections
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